Congratulations!
You are coming to study at Université Paris-Saclay, in France. You are looking forward to it but you still have questions about your future study environment and the steps you need to take?
Université Paris-Saclay is preparing for your arrival and will provide you with a variety of services to welcome you under the very best conditions. See what steps to follow for a successful trip to France:

1. GET INFORMATION BEFOREHAND AND PREPARE WELL FOR YOUR DEPARTURE
   Our app “International Welcome Office” allows you to obtain a personalized roadmap which indicates the steps to be taken before your arrival and from your first days in France.

2. GET ON BOARD FOR A GREAT ADVENTURE AT UNIVERSITÉ PARIS-SACLAY
   Do not forget to pack in your luggage: a suitcase of curiosity, a backpack of motivation and a bundle of perseverance.

3. PARTICIPATE IN THE BUDDY PROGRAMME TO BE MENTORED
   Your Buddy, a local student, will provide you with guidance and help you adapt to your new environment. Register here!

4. QUESTIONS? ONE POINT OF CONTACT, A SELECTION OF ANSWERS.
   On this page, you will find contact details of University staff who can help you.

5. GET HELP WITH YOUR ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES
   Once in France, the Guichet d’Accueil des TALENTS ÉTRANGERS is a physical welcome desk, which will provide you with information and assistance for administrative formalities and will help you to settle in with ease. You can also meet up with organisations that will make your daily life easier.

6. FIND YOUR WAY AROUND YOUR NEW CAMPUS
   Here is a map to locate points of interest on your campus: accommodation, sport, culture, transport, catering and other services.

7. START THE YEAR OFF RIGHT WITH LANGUAGE CLASSES
   To make the most of your experience, contact the language department of your institutional component (school or faculty) or the Centre de Langues Mutualisé for information about French language courses.

8. ENJOY THE MOST BEAUTIFUL ADVENTURE OF YOUR LIFE
   Let’s go!

Here are some more useful links to help you prepare:
- The International Welcome-desk pages from Université Paris-Saclay
- Getting around Paris and its surrounding region
- A checklist by Campus France to prepare for your arrival in France
- The information portal Access Paris Île de France